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Flash Call for Essays on AI in 2024 AEHJ Volume 51  
Calling All Educational Historians!  

The American Educational History Journal (AEHJ) is sponsoring a Flash Call for essay submissions 
on Artificial Intelligence for review and potential publication in the 2024 AEHJ Volume 51 edition. 

What is a Flash Call? 

A Flash Call means the usual submission, review, potential publication process is expedited—not 
abbreviated—no short cuts—only the submission and notification timelines are shortened.  

Essay Topic: Educational Historians in the Age of Artificial Intelligence 

The era of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is upon us. It is in our homes with Google Assistant, Amazon’s 
Alexa, and Apple’s Siri. AI is with us in our automobiles in the form of robots working on the assembly 
line and self-driving cars like Tesla’s Autopilot. We encounter AI in our offices and our schools, PK-
20, from ChatGPT to Google BARD.  

AI is hotly debated, touted, and berated daily. We see it in print, video, social media, and hear about it 
on almost every frequency and channel of the airwaves.  

With this Flash Call, AEHJ seeks original unpublished essays not under consideration by any other 
journal or publication for potential review and publication. We seek to learn about practicing 
educational historians’ experiences with AI. Some ideas for essay submissions might include: 

• What is the role of the historian in the age of AI? 
• How might educational historians use AI ethically to forward their research?  
• What new skills must we develop as we analyze archival data?  
• What pitfalls or cautionary tales should we recognize?  
• What have been your experiences with AI, either in the classroom or as a researcher? 

All historians are invited to submit—whether burgeoning and seasoned. Experiences may be 
synergistic with a single theme or integrative with multiple issues across the AI spectrum. 

Submission Guidelines: Flash Call entries must meet the following criteria: 

• Seven hundred-fifty-word limit (750), Times New Roman font, 12-point, double-spaced 
• Chicago Manual Style, 17th edition (headings, citations, references) 
• Cover page with author’s name, title, current affiliation, email, current phone numbers (office & 

mobile) 
• Email to AEHJ Editor at aehjeditor@umkc.edu 
• Subject line should read, “AEHJ Volume 51 Flash Call AI Submission —Author’s Last Name, First 

Name” (Example: AEHJ Volume 51 Flash Call AI Submission—Doe, John) 

Submission Deadline:  

Submissions will be accepted through Friday, March 30, 2024 

For additional information, contact the AEHJ Editor at aehjeditor@nmkc.edu 
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